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KyckGlobal Secures SOC 2 Compliance
Third-party audit of security protocols finds zero exceptions
ATLANTA, GA (May 27, 2020) – KyckGlobal, Inc., the digital payments firm offering the
broadest array of payment types from a single point of reconciliation, announced that it has
successfully secured a Service Organization Control (SOC) 2 Type 1 attestation report for its
innovative payments platform, with zero exceptions. This achievement is the result of an audit
by an independent qualified security assessor and is the most stringent level of certification
available in the payments industry.
The SOC 2 report examines controls at a service organization that address matters of security,
processing integrity, confidentiality, privacy, and availability. The report demonstrates a
company’s ability to not only implement critical security policies, but also prove compliance over
an extended period of time.
Founded in 2018 and based in Atlanta GA, KyckGlobal operates a secure cloud-based platform
that powers funds disbursement across a broad array of payment types, all from a single point
of reconciliation. The platform also performs key compliance and support processes for
payments to contract/gig workers. The KyckGlobal solution is now in use across a variety of use
cases including specialty consumer lending, rent payments aggregation, claims and
appeasements, advance pay, and others.
“SOC 2 compliance is a gold standard achievement that reflects KyckGlobal’s commitment to
keeping our customers’ data safe and secure,” said KyckGlobal’s Vice President of Risk and
Compliance Michael Gibson. “Combined with stringent corporate security protocols, these
achievements affirm KyckGlobal as best-in-class for businesses seeking a reliable and longterm payments solution.”
KyckGlobal secured PCI compliance in 2019 and is now currently engaged for SOC 2 Type 2
certification.

About KyckGlobal, Inc.
KyckGlobal delivers streamlined outbound B:C payments to accelerate business, featuring a
cloud-based platform with a growing array of today’s most popular payment types from a single
point of reconciliation. The KyckGlobal solution improves the customer experience with more
inclusive payment types and various options for faster payments. By allowing payers to issue
one-time and recurring payments from one integrated platform, KyckGlobal is transforming how
business gets done in the key verticals of specialty consumer finance, marketplaces and
staffing, claims and appeasements, and multi-level marketing, among others. Visit
kyckglobal.com and @KyckGlobal for more info.

